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Abstract
Simulation and modeling have shown that wind farms have an impact on the near‐surface
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changes exist, these studies lack high spatial resolution and neglect the combined effect

tical mixing. While a few observational data sets that focus on near‐surface temperature
of these temperature changes with an altered humidity profile. With a large portion of
wind farms hosted within an agricultural context, changes to relative humidity can potentially have secondary impacts, such as to the productivity of crops. The goal of this study
is to gather high‐resolution in situ field measurements in the wake of a single wind turbine
in order to differentially map downstream changes to relative humidity. These measurements, obtained by an instrumented unmanned aerial system, are complemented by
numerical experiments conducted using large‐eddy simulation. Observations and
numerical results are in good general agreement around a single wind turbine and show
that downstream relative humidity is differentially altered in all directions, specifically
decreased below the turbine hub height. Large‐eddy simulation is then used to determine the effect of a large 7 × 4 turbine array on the relative humidity distribution in
compounding wakes. It is found that the region of relative humidity decrease below
the turbine hub height and the region of increase above the hub height both intensify,
differentially extend in the lateral directions, and move slightly upward with downstream
distance.
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

The International Energy Outlook 2016 (IEO2016) documents that nonhydropower renewable energy sources accounted for 5% of total world
electricity generation1 in 2012. The outlook, which forecasts for international energy markets through 2040, projects that total world energy
consumption will increase 48% from 2012 to 2040. With industrial nations around the world pledging to increase their renewable energy capacity,
the report prognosticates that renewables will grow to supply 14% of the increased electricity demand in 2040, with much of this growth coming
from wind power. This growth ensures that the number and sizes of wind farms will continue to increase.
As kinetic energy is extracted from the wind and converted into rotational energy by a turbine, turbulent wakes are generated. Experimental
measurement and numerical simulations have shown that these wakes modify the atmosphere's surface layer and exchanges with the surface. Of
particular motivation for this study are the identified changes that wind turbine arrays make to near‐surface temperature.2-5 Temperature
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measurements during the Crop Wind Energy Experiments (CWEX) showed wind turbines significantly warming, on the order of 1.0 to 1.5 K, overnight readings.6 Further, large‐eddy simulation (LES) has established that wind turbine arrays change the dynamic properties of the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL),7,8 along with scalar9,10 and heat11 fluxes within it.
More limited attention has been given to the impact of wind turbines on near‐surface humidity. Roy2 and Roy et al,12 using mesoscale modeling, have investigated the impact of wind farms on near‐surface humidity. The enhanced vertical mixing brought about by the turbines delivered
relatively dry air downward and moister air upward in the presence of a positive total mixing ratio lapse rate and vice versa in the presence of a
negative lapse rate. Concurrent with the original CWEX, a field campaign within a Midwest wind farm was undertaken by researchers at Purdue
University to study meteorological instrumentation.13 This investigation placed 5 instrumentation clusters within a wind farm with no 2 instrument
clusters positioned closer than 4500‐m apart. Instrument biases prevented quantifying relative humidity results and the distant spacing of the
clusters inhibited characterizing any change with high spatial resolution. However, observations did imply downstream drying. Subsequent to this,
leaf wetness sensors were incorporated into the second summer of the CWEX (CWEX‐2011) in order to monitor plant dew duration. While faulty
sensors and limited observations prevented definitive conclusions, conditional support that wind farms lower downstream near‐surface relative
humidity was garnered.14
In situ atmospheric observations via remote controlled (R/C) aircraft15 have been attempted as far back as 1970. However, it was not until the
advent of the global positioning system and miniaturization of computer hardware, energy dense batteries, aircraft systems, and sensors that
semiautonomous small unmanned aerial system (UAS) operations could be realized. These advances, accompanying affordability, and the creation
of a regulatory structure have resulted in the ready availability of UASs, colloquially referred to as drones, for atmospheric observation.16,17
Atmospheric sampling of vertical profiles,18,19 turbulence,20 entrainment,21 marine boundary layers,22,23 sea breezes,24 and temperature
fluctuations25 have all been successfully accomplished with an UAS. Unmanned aerial system have also been exploited to evaluate numerical
weather prediction ABL parameterization schemes,26 detect underlying surface temperatures,27 investigate the Arctic28 and Antarctic29 ABL,
and aid in the calculation of sensible and latent heat fluctuations.30
With a large portion of wind farms hosted within agricultural contexts, changes to either near‐surface temperature or humidity can influence
crop yield. Relative humidity accounts for changes in either temperature or absolute humidity, and its influence on plant growth has been
established.31-36 Therefore, an investigation of changes to relative humidity downstream of wind turbines is appropriate. Furthermore, with the
impact of wind farms on near‐surface meteorology having been predominately investigated by numerical modeling and simulation to date,
empirical observations with high spatial resolution are required to verify and enhance model and simulation output. In this investigation, these
observations were made with an instrumented UAS downstream of a single upwind turbine. Measurements were made with high spatial resolution
in order to differentially map changes to relative humidity in the near‐wake region. These experimental measurements are subsequently compared
with LES results. Large‐eddy simulation is then used to extend the investigation to the accumulated change of relative humidity due to the impact
of compounding wakes within a 7 × 4 wind turbine array.

2
2.1

METHODOLOGY

|

|

Experimental setting

The measurement campaign took place within a recently developed, state‐of‐the‐art, wind farm located in the Midwest United States.37 During
the 4 days over which the field campaign took place, a warm and moist air mass remained in place. The wind turbine, around which measurements
were made, was located in a sparsely populated, open agricultural setting with flat topography and homogeneous cultivar and surface moisture
characteristics.
Measurements were taken both upstream and downstream of a single upstream General Electric (GE) 1.7‐MW wind turbine with an 80‐m hub
height and 100‐m rotor diameter. A GE 1.7‐MW turbine with an 80‐m hub height was specifically sought out in order to maximize the portion of
the rotor swept area available for investigation while complying with restrictions imposed by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Federal
Aviation Administration regulations constrain UAS flights to no greater than 400‐ft above ground level and require that visual line of sight (VLOS)
be maintained with the unmanned aircraft (UA).

2.2

|

Experimental measurement

A commercial off‐the‐shelf quadcopter style UAS was instrumented with a resistor temperature detector and capacitive humidity sensor. Sensors
were mounted on a specially designed instrumentation rack located above the influence of the quadcopter's rotor‐induced flow. The fully
instrumented UA in its flight configuration is shown in Figure 1. Temperature and relative humidity measurements have an uncertainty of
±0.1 K and 0.39% to 0.5% relative humidity (depending on ambient conditions), respectively, at the 95% confidence level. To obtain measurements of these 2 parameters, the UAS is manually flown, with global positioning system guidance and stability augmentation, on a prescribed flight
plan that allows for the collection of data in a stabilized hover.
Flight profiles were flown in all 3 directions, ie, downstream, spanwise, and vertical. Each flight consisted of a pair of profiles flown upstream
and downstream of the wind turbine. All flights were accomplished within a 10‐minute timeframe, and select upstream measurements were
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FIGURE 1

Fully instrumented unmanned aircraft in flight configuration [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

reflown at the conclusion of every flight in order to ensure a quasi‐static ABL. Vertical measurements were made at 2 rotor diameters upstream
and downstream of the turbine and were spaced 5‐m apart from 2 m in altitude to the turbine hub height. Vertical measurements above the hub
were spaced 10‐m apart up to 120 m. Downstream measurements were made at the lower turbine tip height every 25 m out to 300‐m
downstream and were then spaced 50‐m apart out to 500‐m downstream. Spanwise measurements, spaced 10‐m apart, were similarly made at
the lower turbine tip height out to 90 m on either side of the turbine tower.

2.3
2.3.1

Numerical simulation and modeling

|
|

Governing equations and LES code

In the absence of an analytical theory, numerical simulation and modeling can be used to provide qualitative and quantitative insights into complex
unsteady flows, including turbulent flows through wind farms. The numerical experiments conducted for this work were accomplished using LES.
Large‐eddy simulation produces time‐dependent, 3‐dimensional solutions to the filtered Navier‐Stokes equations representing the transport of
mass, momentum, and energy. The purpose of the filtering is to remove the small scales of turbulence that are not resolved by the grid resolution
and keep only those flow scales that carry most of the energy. Since the contribution of the missing small scales is not insignificant, modeling is
then required to take into account the effect of the small scales on the resolved scales. The filtered LES version of the Navier‐Stokes equations for
incompressible, high Reynolds number (Re) ABL flow in this investigation are as follows:
ei
∂u
¼ 0;
∂xi

(2:1)
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where the coordinate system is defined as xi(i = 1, 2, 3) = (x, y, z) with x and y representing horizontal coordinates (x being oriented in the
streamwise direction) and z denoting the vertical coordinate. The tilde and angle brackets represent spatial filtering and the horizontal averaging,
e and θ0 are the resolved
ei ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ is the velocity vector field with components in the streamwise, lateral, and vertical direction; θ
respectively. u
potential temperature and the reference temperature, respectively. fc is the Coriolis parameter, g is the gravitational acceleration, δij is the
Kronecker delta, εijk is the alternating unit tensor, F θ is the temperature forcing term, and f T is a forcing term in the momentum equations that
accounts for the effect of the wind turbines on the atmospheric boundary layer (details about the actuator disk model are provided at the end of
this section). The purpose of the temperature forcing term, which is applied in the upper portion of the flow domain (just outside of the boundary
layer), is to maintain a desired thermal stratification along the vertical direction in the ABL (more details can be found in Sescu and Meneveau10,38).
In this study, the assignment of z = 0 is associated with the ground surface. Equation 2.1 is the filtered conservation of mass equation,
Equation 2.2 is the filtered momentum equation, with the Boussinesq approximation, and Equation 2.3 is the transport equation for a scalar, ϕ,
ei uej is the
which in this study can represent either potential temperature, θ, or specific humidity, q. In the aforementioned equations, τij ¼ ug
i uj − u
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e
ϕ
e
ej θ
subgrid‐scale (SGS) Reynolds stress resulting from the filtering of the nonlinear terms in the original Navier‐Stokes equations, and πj ¼ ug
j θ −u
is the SGS flux of heat or humidity resulting from the filtering of the convection terms in the scalar transport equation (both SGS quantities need
to be modeled to close the set of equations).
Unresolved scales are more isotropic in nature and are, therefore, more amenable to parameterization. Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model is
one of the most popular models and is based on the assumption of instantaneous and complete dissipation of all energy cascading downward from
the larger to the smaller scales. The SGS Reynolds stress, τij, representing the residual stress leftover following filtering, is parameterized in order to
e
ϕ
bring about closure of the governing equations. Within Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model, the SGS Reynolds stress, τij, and the SGS scalar flux, πj ,
are expressed as follows39:
e
e
ν T ∂ϕ
ϕ
τij ¼ −2νT Sij and πj ¼ −
;
PrT ∂xj

(2:4)

respectively, where Sij is the mean strain‐rate tensor, PrT is the SGS Prandtl number, and the eddy, or turbulent, dissipative viscosity, νT, is
represented by39
νT ¼ ðCs lÞ2

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Sij Sij :

(2:5)

Cs is the Smagorinsky coefficient and l is a length scale at which energy is passed from the resolved to the subgrid field (hence making it a
function of the filter width, Δ).40 In this study, the magnitude of the Smagorinsky coefficient is determined dynamically using a Lagrangian
scale‐dependent model as developed by Porte‐Agel et al41 and extended to scalar transport equations by Bou‐Zeid et al.42
The system of equations of motion and scalar transport require both boundary and initial conditions. Output from a concurrent precursor
simulation with periodic boundary conditions in both horizontal directions is used to efficiently provide realistic inflow conditions to the main
simulation that include wind turbines.43 Data from the end of the turbulent ABL domain, absent of wind turbines, are written to the end of the
main domain containing the wind turbines via a blending function. This subsequently creates a turbulent inflow, through a periodic boundary
condition, for the first row of wind turbines. Large‐eddy simulation results using this precursor strategy have been shown to be in good agreement
with field data.43
Due to the Coriolis effect, the direction of the wind changes with height in the ABL, subscribing to an Ekman spiral. This presents a challenge
in trying to align the geostrophic velocity components to the desired flow direction at hub height (as required by the actuator disk model that
accounts for the effect of the rotors on the flow). In this study, the geostrophic wind is aligned with the desired hub height flow direction through
the addition of a Coriolis force term in the momentum equations. This forcing term is designed to gradually rotate the entire flow field about the
vertical axis. Once the simulation reaches a fully developed state, this term is deactivated in order to avoid unrealistic dynamics (more details can
be found in Sescu and Meneveau38).
A periodic boundary condition also wraps the main domain boundary from one lateral boundary to the other. A top boundary is established
well above the top of the simulated ABL (the ABL height is approximately 70% of the entire flow domain height), with the conditions that no flow
passes through the boundary and that all vertical gradients vanish. An effective top of the ABL, isolating it from the top boundary of the domain, is
specified via a capping inversion created by an imposed temperature gradient. A source or sink of heat is introduced above the top of the ABL
within the precursor simulation to enable the desired atmospheric stability.38 The lower boundary condition is defined by the standard logarithmic
Monin‐Obukhov similarity theory.44-47
The LES code features a Fourier‐based pseudospectral method in the horizontal directions where operations are exchanged, based on ease,
between physical and spectral space.48 A second‐order accurate, centered difference scheme is used in the vertical direction. Velocity and scalar
fields are integrated in time using a second‐order accurate Adams‐Bashforth scheme.49 Several papers offer additional details about this code.7,9,10
A wind turbine extracts kinetic energy from the wind and converts it into mechanical energy. The LES code parameterizes this energy
extraction process in the absence of turbine design specifics and models the wind turbines by the actuator (drag) disc method (ADM). The
ADM is a common, straightforward, and proven approach in numerical modeling.50,51 The model assumes inviscid flow and consequently ignores
boundary layer flow adjacent to the turbine blades. In doing so, computational expense is greatly reduced.
An ADM with rotation (ADM‐R) is implemented in these numerical studies.50,52,53 According to this parameterization, the rotor disk is divided
into a number of annulus segments of spanwise length Δr, on which the lift and drag forces are evaluated from the actual position of a certain
airfoil. The resultant lift and drag forces per rotor annulus segment of spanwise length Δr can be determined from
1
Bc
1
Bc
F L ¼ ρ0 V 2rel cL
and F D ¼ ρ0 V 2rel cD
;
2
2πr
2
2πr
respectively, where ρ0 is the density of the air, Vrel the relative velocity of the blade segment, cL and cD are the lift and drag coefficients of the
blade element, respectively, and r is the radial coordinate with respect to the location of the blade element. These forces are projected onto
the axial and tangential directions in order to represent the effect on the flow
F A ¼ F L cosðφÞ þ F D sinðφÞ;
F T ¼ F L sinðφÞ−F D cosðφÞ;
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where φ is the angle between the rotor plane and the flow velocity relative to the rotor blade, estimated as
φ ¼ tan−1 ðV N =ðΩr−V t ÞÞ:
VN and Vt are the normal and tangential components of the induced velocity and Ω is the angular velocity of the rotor. The axial (thrust) and
tangential forces are expressed as
1
F L ¼ ρ0 C'T hui2d Arotor ;
2
1
hui
F T ¼ ρ0 C'P hui2d d Arotor ;
2
Ωr
where averaging both in time (represented by an over bar) and over the disk area (represented by angle brackets with subscript “d”) are applied to
the velocity normal to the rotor disk.52,53 C′T and C′P are, respectively, modified thrust and power coefficients (linked to the lift and drag coefficients
and the geometry of the blade). Each coefficient is evaluated based on the velocity at the disk, as opposed to using the undisturbed upstream
velocity at the hub height, which is associated with the usual thrust and power coefficients CT and CP, respectively. The relationship between
the 2 sets of thrust and power coefficients is given as follows:
CT ¼ ð1−aÞ2 C′T and CP ¼ ð1−aÞ3 C′P :
Given CT, CP, and a from experimental measurements, the thrust and power coefficients C′T and C′P can be determined and the forces acting on
the flow can be updated. To avoid Gibbs oscillations on the LES grid, the forces are filtered via a Gaussian convolution filter.

2.3.2

|

Simulation cases

Large‐eddy simulation scenarios were created with a single wind turbine, in order to compare numerical results with field observations of relative
humidity, and with a 7 × 4 wind turbine array, in order to investigate the impact that a compounding wake has on relative humidity. All wind
turbines were modeled with an 80‐m hub height, 100‐m rotor diameter, and a thrust coefficient of 0.75. The wind turbine array was constructed
with a downstream interturbine spacing of 650 m and a lateral spacing of 400 m, and the array was configured in both aligned and staggered
layouts. The single turbine simulation domain was built with 128 × 64 × 96 grid points in the downstream, lateral, and vertical directions,
respectively, while the wind turbine array domain was similarly constructed with 192 × 128 × 96 equally spaced points.
With the presumption that the greatest effect on relative humidity would be observed during stable wind turbine array boundary layer
(WTABL) conditions, all simulations were executed in the presence of a surface‐level inversion. This presumption was consistent with observation,
and based on observed upstream profiles, a single representative inflow profile was created and used for all simulation runs. The representative
inflow profile commenced with a potential temperature of 300 K and a specific humidity flux of 0.01 mK/s at the surface. Adjacent to the surface,
a temperature inversion where the temperature warmed 2°C in the first 300 m was implemented. Above 300 m, a positive lapse rate persisted up
to the capping inversion that demarcated the top of the simulated ABL. Using this temperature profile, specific humidity was manipulated to yield
a representative inflow profile where relative humidity decreased with height. This representative inflow profile was based on measurements that
were captured shortly after dawn and before daytime heating had broken the nocturnal inversion. During this time, upstream measurements
consistently exhibited a vertical profile where relative humidity decreased with height as the temperature varied inversely and evapotranspiration
placed moisture into the bottom portion of the air column. A logarithmic inflow wind profile was also imposed that gave a 6‐m/s wind speed at the
turbine hub height, representative of the wind magnitude observed during the field measurements.

3
3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

|

|

Numerical and experimental results around a single wind turbine

The previously described LES simulation case for a single wind turbine was undertaken for qualitative comparison with experimental measurement
since surface fluxes were not measured during the field campaign and turbine airfoil specifics were unavailable from the manufacturer. Figure 2
shows LES calculated differences between upstream and downstream values of relative humidity at 50 m increments from 50‐ to 200‐m
downstream of the turbine. Calculated output shows a general decrease in relative humidity below the turbine hub height and an increase above
it as warmer and drier air is mixed downward and cooler and moister air is mixed up. The inflection point between these 2 regions occurs, within 1
rotor diameter downstream, at the turbine hub height and then decreases slightly. At all downstream distances, the maximum decrease in relative
humidity occurs in the form of a “nose” just below the lower turbine tip height with a maximum decrease of 2.3% in relative humidity occurring at
1 rotor diameter downstream. The magnitude of change (increase) at the upper tip height is more modest and is less than, or equal to, one‐half of
the magnitude of the change (decrease) realized at the lower tip height. An alternative representation of this modification is shown in Figure 3A
through contour plots of averaged relative humidity change in a vertical plane passing through the turbine's hub and parallel to the streamwise
direction. Readily evident is the area of maximum decrease in relative humidity that extends 1 to 2 rotor diameters downstream at the lower
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FIGURE 2 Change in large‐eddy simulation output relative humidity (upstream minus downstream) as a function of height. Calculated values
show a decrease in relative humidity below the turbine hub height (80 m) and an increase above

FIGURE 3 A, Contour plots of averaged relative humidity change in a vertical plane section passing through the hub and parallel to the
streamwise direction (the legend shows changes in relative humidity compared with the upstream level). B, Contour plots of averaged relative
humidity difference in a horizontal plane section passing through the lower turbine tip height and parallel to the streamwise direction (the legend
shows changes in the relative humidity from the upstream level) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

turbine tip height. The region of maximum increase in relative humidity is again observed at the upper turbine tip height. While the region of
maximum increase is more vertically constrained than the region of maximum decrease, it extends well downstream of the deficit region. Because
of its increased relevance due to its proximity to the surface, the region of greatest decrease in relative humidity is further analyzed in Figure 3B
by taking a continuous horizontal slice through the domain at the lower turbine tip height. Here, a split in the humidity deficit is observed to
originate approximately 1 rotor diameter downstream. A very sharp gradient borders the region of maximum decrease and makes the presence
of an expanding wake apparent.
To compare numerical simulation with experimental measurement, multiple flights around a single upstream wind turbine were accomplished
in a statically stable ABL over the course of several days. All flights took place with hub height wind speeds in the 4‐ to 7‐m/s range and
temperature inversions in the first 100 m ranged from a modest 0.5°C to a robust 4°C. Figure 4 juxtaposes LES results with a measured vertical
profile. An observed upstream hub height wind speed of 6 m/s and temperature gradient of 2°C in the first 100 m are associated with the measurements that are compared with numerical output at 1 rotor diameter downstream. The same profile character is present in each curve; namely,
an inflection in the sign of the relative humidity change at, or slightly below, the hub height and a similar “nose‐like” feature in the region of
greatest relative humidity decrease. Despite varied inversion strengths and hub height wind speeds for other flights, all of the resulting vertical
profiles that calculate the change in relative humidity exhibited the same character and show very good qualitative agreement with LES results.
Downstream measurements and LES output were obtained in order to investigate how relative humidity recovers with downstream distance.
Measurements were made at the lower turbine tip height and along the turbine centerline out to 500 m. Flights were limited to 500‐m
downstream in order to comply with FAA regulations mandating that VLOS be maintained with the UA. Both LES output and calculation of
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FIGURE 4 Large‐eddy simulation (LES) output and observed changes in relative humidity (upstream minus downstream), as a function of height,
at 100‐m downstream

measured differences are shown in Figure 5. The observed upstream conditions for the associated UA flight had a slightly smaller hub height wind
speed, 5 m/s, but a stronger inversion, 4°C in the first 100 m, relative to the LES test scenario. However, similar to the vertical profiles, each curve
exhibits the same character that suggests a sharp drop in relative humidity immediately aft of the turbine and a more gradual downstream
recovery. The greater magnitude of change in measured relative humidity is consistent with the greater strength of the observed inversion.
Measurement also supports the previous LES observations that the maximum decrease in relative humidity is observed at approximately 1 rotor
diameter downstream.
Spanwise measurements, displayed in Figure 6 alongside analogous LES output, were similarly made at the lower turbine tip height and 2 rotor
diameters downstream. The flight occurred within a surface‐level temperature inversion comparable with the LES test scenario but with a slightly
slower hub height wind speed of 5 m/s. Of particular interest is the similar asymmetry present in both the LES results and experimental measurements. This asymmetry is the hallmark of the split humidity “wake” evident in the contour plot of Figure 3B. Each investigation shows that the
maximum decrease in relative humidity is located just to the right of the wake's centerline. Both the LES and measurements suggest that this
deficit remains greater across all of the right‐hand side. This asymmetry is presumed to be the result of the turbine blades' descent on the
right‐hand side of its clockwise rotation and the resulting delivery of warmer and drier air downward.
While good qualitative agreement exists between the numerical and observed data, small quantitative differences can, at least in part, be
attributed to a number of factors, most of which deal with modeling assumptions. Numerical simulations were constructed with parameterized
wind turbines that use representative thrust and power coefficients from the literature52 (eg, CT = 0.75 and CT = 0.34). With these values, or
turbine blade specifics, unavailable from the turbine manufacturers, the only turbine characteristics directly matched were rotor diameter and
hub height. Simulated inflow lapse rates for both temperature and humidity were smoothed and made to be representative of snapshot

FIGURE 5 Large‐eddy simulation (LES) output and observed changes in relative humidity (upstream minus downstream) as a function of
downstream distance at the lower turbine tip height
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FIGURE 6 Large‐eddy simulation (LES) output and observed changes in relative humidity (upstream minus downstream) as a function of
spanwise distance at the lower turbine tip height and 2 rotor diameters downstream
measurements taken during a given suite of flight profiles. Finally, while field measurements were made at a locale selected for having
homogeneous cultivar type, surface moisture characteristics, and topography, surface‐level flux measurements were not made but were assumed
to be uniform within the simulation. However, even with these assumptions, all distinctive characteristics related to changes in relative humidity
observed in field measurements are also displayed by the LES.

3.2

|

Numerical and experimental results within a wind turbine array

To investigate the impact that compounding wakes have on changes to relative humidity within a WTABL, the numerical investigation was
extended to a 7 × 4 wind turbine array. Current FAA regulations that mandate that UA must be kept within VLOS constrained the investigation
to this strategy. However, the excellent agreement between measured and numerical results around a single wind turbine afford a high degree of
confidence in the LES. While analysis takes place for both an aligned and staggered configuration, because a periodic boundary condition is
imposed in the lateral direction the wind turbine array is taken to be infinitely wide. Analogous to the LES test scenario for a single wind turbine,
a thermal stratification of 2°C in the first 300 m and a hub height wind speed of 6 m/s were again used for the inflow condition.
Since scalars satisfy transport equations, it is expected that the main contributor to the variation of relative humidity, or potential temperature, within the wind farm is the momentum flux, which is affected considerably by the rotating rotors. These modifications bring about nuanced
changes to relative humidity in all 3 spatial directions throughout the array. Figure 7 illustrates these changes with contour plots in vertical slices
taken across the flow domain at fixed downstream distances. As observations and simulated results around a single wind turbine previously indicated, enhanced vertical mixing, in the presence of a positive humidity lapse rate, delivers moister and cooler near‐surface air upward and brings
drier and warmer air aloft downward. Upstream vertical cross sections in the domain display how this air aloft is first brought down by the
descending blades on the right‐hand side, and the near‐surface air is delivered upward on the left‐hand side with the clockwise rotation of the
wind turbine. Subsequent streamwise slices through the domain illustrate how these areas of relative humidity change increase in magnitude while
growing predominately in the lateral dimension. The region of increased relative humidity aloft grows unencumbered from left to right near the
upper turbine tip height. The region of decreased relative humidity near the lower turbine tip height develops with interference from the underlying surface. Consequently, as the area of decreased relative humidity grows, the region is broken apart by the vortices' interaction with the

FIGURE 7 Contour plots of time‐averaged relative humidity difference in vertical plane slices at fixed downstream distances: A, aligned turbine
array; B, staggered array (the legend shows changes in the relative humidity with respect to the upstream level) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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ground. The previously observed tendency for the humidity “wake” to split at the lower turbine tip height in both experimental measurements and
LES results around a single wind turbine is the result of this interaction. Greater humidity drops occur within these 2 “arms” that grow in all directions, showcasing the expansion and accumulation of wakes. However, when the array is fully transited, a broad and somewhat continuous volume
of air with lower relative humidity exists below the more continuous mass of air with higher humidity. While each configuration portrays similar
flow dynamics and changes to relative humidity, a reduction in the volume of air with modified relative humidity is realized in both the lateral and
vertical directions for the staggered configuration.
While Figure 7 provides ready insight into the flow dynamics in the spanwise and downstream directions, dynamics in the vertical direction
are more easily ascertained from Figure 8, which displays an uplifting that is associated with both the region of decreased and increased relative
humidity. The ability of a portion of the largest turbulent eddies to mix upward, uninhibited by the surface, results in more significant uplifting of
the region of increased relative humidity. This air rises well above the upper edge of the turbine disk by the fourth row. Turbulent eddies that are
more inhibited by the ground bring about more modest uplifting of the region of decreased relative humidity. Interestingly, both Figures 7 and 8
indicate that the region of decreased humidity reattaches itself to the ground by the fifth row.
Against the backdrop of the previous qualitative assessment, a quantitative comparison is now made in terms of the streamwise, lateral, and
vertical distributions of averaged relative humidity. Because it appears that the cumulative increase or decrease of humidity in the downstream
does not occur at a constant elevation, Figures 9 and 10 plot distributions of laterally averaged minimum and maximum humidity (taken in the
vertical direction) that are calculated as follows:

FIGURE 8 Isosurfaces of decreased (blue)
and increased (red) relative humidity for an
aligned single column of turbines (streamwise
length scaled by 1/5) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 9 Variation of the laterally
averaged relative humidity in the streamwise
direction: A, decrease (below the hub); B,
increase (above the hub)

Δqmin ðxÞ ¼



y2
1
∫ min q ðx; y; zÞ−qðx; y; zÞ dy;
ðy2 −y1 Þ y1 0<z<zh up

Δqmax ðxÞ ¼



y2
1
∫ max q ðx; y; zÞ−qðx; y; zÞ dy;
ðy2 −y1 Þ y1 0<z<zh up
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FIGURE 10 Variation of the laterally
averaged relative humidity in the streamwise
direction for the aligned configuration: A,
below the hub; B, above the hub

where y1and y2 are the coordinates of lateral boundaries, zh is the height of the domain, and qup is the humidity 2 diameters upstream of the first
row of turbines. Figure 9 compares the change in the relative humidity between the aligned and staggered array configuration. Inspection of this
figure reveals that the aligned configuration is more effective in altering the decrease of relative humidity below the hub height (Figure 9A) and
less effective in altering the relative humidity near the turbine tip height (Figure 9B). Apparently, however, both the decrease and increase in relative humidity do not seem to attain a fully developed state. Presumably, this could be further investigated with an extension of the domain in the

FIGURE 11 Variation of relative humidity
with lateral direction for the aligned
configuration, (profile extracted 2 rotor
diameters downstream of the noted rotor): A,
decrease (below the hub); B, increase (above
the hub) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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downstream direction and an increase in the number of rows of turbines and grid points. With a greater interest in the modification of near‐surface relative humidity and observing that an aligned turbine array is more effective at bringing about near‐surface changes to relative humidity,
Figure 10 considers the distribution of the integrated maximum and minimum humidity in an aligned array across disparate thermal stratifications.
In this figure, the baseline thermal stratification of 2°C in the first 300 m is juxtaposed with a weaker stratification of just 1°C. Thermal stratification does seem to have a substantive impact on the humidity development in the downstream direction. By increasing the thermal stratification,
both the decrease and increase in humidity becomes greater in magnitude. This suggests that the wind turbines' enhancement of vertical mixing
plays a larger role when the ABL is more strongly thermally stratified and, consequently, less well mixed.
The variation of humidity in the lateral and vertical directions are considered in Figures 11 to 14. As a function of lateral position, the
variation of maximum and minimum relative humidity is plotted in Figures 11 and 12 for each array configuration. Regardless of the configuration, the continued lateral expansion associated with an accumulating wake is apparent, along with an increase in the magnitude of change with
downstream distance. As might be anticipated, the accumulated wake from the staggered configuration does not grow as fast and is therefore
more constrained in its lateral dimension. Wake expansion is more evident for the aligned configuration. This supports the previous qualitative
inference, extracted from Figure 7, of a broader and more continuous area of decreased relative humidity near the ground within an
aligned array.

FIGURE 12 Variation of relative humidity
with lateral direction for the staggered
configuration, (profile extracted 2 rotor
diameters downstream of the noted rotor): A,
decrease (below the hub); B, increase (above
the hub) [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 13 Variation of the relative
humidity with vertical direction for the aligned
configuration: A, left side of the wake; B, right
side of the wake [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 14 Variation of the relative
humidity with vertical direction for the
staggered configuration: A, left side of the
wake; B, right side of the wake [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Analogously, the previously observed uplifting associated with the regions of increased and decreased relative humidity (Figure 8) is also supported in the profiles of averaged relative humidity as a function of vertical position. Figures 13 and 14 plot these vertical profiles of averaged
relative humidity at discrete downstream locations. These vertical profiles are plotted not in the center of the wake but in 2 lateral locations
to the left and right sides of the rotor. All vertical profiles are extracted at 2 rotor diameters downstream from the rotor noted in the legend.
Besides portraying uplift, these figures indicate that the magnitude of relative humidity increase above the rotors is approximately the same
between the left and right sides of the wake; however, there is considerable disparity between the magnitude of decrease between the left
and right sides below the hub height. With the greater magnitude of change found on the right‐hand side of the wake, this disparity is once again
attributed to the warmer and drier air being brought down by the descending blade on the right‐hand side of the turbine disk and the flow's
subsequent interaction with the ground. The altitude associated with the minimum decrease is also significantly lower on the left‐hand side of
the wake. Further, Figures 13 and 14 also suggest that the right‐side inflection point, demarcating the regions of decreased and increased relative
humidity, is slightly above the hub height (between z = 90 m and z = 110 m) while the location of the inflection point on the left side of the wake
is not as clear.

4
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C O N CL U S I O N S

The expense associated with field campaigns and limitations of previous measurement techniques have stymied the number of observational data
sets examining changes to near‐surface meteorology within WTABLs. This is especially true of data sets with high spatial resolution.
Consequently, the majority of previous investigations into the impact that wind turbines have on near‐surface meteorology come in the form
of unsubstantiated LES. This study makes use of an instrumented UAS to gather high resolution in situ field measurements of relative humidity
within a state‐of‐the‐art wind farm and compares this data with numerical experiments conducted using LES. Vertical, downstream, and spanwise
measurements made over the course of several days around a single wind turbine show very good qualitative agreement with LES results.
Large‐eddy simulation results show relative humidity decreases as great as 2.3% downstream of the turbine while experimental measurement
captured decreases as great as 3%.
To analyze the accumulated change to relative humidity by compounding wakes, the numerical investigation was extended to a 7 × 4 wind
turbine array. These results show a somewhat uniform and continuous increase in relative humidity at, and above, the upper turbine tip height
and a more complex decrease in relative humidity below the turbine hub height. Each of these areas of relative humidity change grows
predominately, with downstream distance, in the lateral direction while more slowly broadening in all directions as a result of wake expansion.
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